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Patricia Cornwell turns from forensics to police procedures in her latest novel, Hornet's Nest. This

book is less a thriller than a character study of the main characters: Judy Hammer, chief of police in

Charlotte, North Carolina; Hammer's deputy, Virginia West; and Andy Brazil, a young reporter

assigned to ride with the police as they go about their jobs. --This text refers to the Hardcover

edition.
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I rarely write book reviews, but I felt compelled to warn people to steer clear of this book. As many

reviewers of this book have stated, this is not a Dr. Kay Scarpetta book. Don't let that scare you

away. It's certainly not the reason why I hated this book.Written differently, this could have been a

compelling book. It had an interesting mix of characters, and a mystery to be solved. And it spent a

fair amount of time getting into the heads of characters. I happen to enjoy that. However, this book

was absolutely the most egregious example (and I mean egregious in the current usage - as in:

exceedingly bad) of politically correct stereotypes I could possibly imagine. And the Southern

stereotypes were no better. If this were an episode of "Family Guy" I would have been laughing

through the bulk of it. About the only thing it lacked in that respect were the Duke boys and the

General Lee.We learn that women as power figures are something to be feared and the evil,

white-male power brokers of the city of Charlotte (who are even in control of all elections, it would

seem) regularly plot to squash them where they stand. As any self-respecting white male knows,

there ain't nothin' worse than a woman whats don't knows hows to keeps her place; 'cept maybe fer

homos. This is not an exaggeration. There's a redneck character named Bubba, for God's sake.



And the scene at the seafood restaurant was absolutely choice: our white male hero (who's okay

because he's a sensitive journalist) and a gay companion nearly get their bottoms kicked by the

redneck, homophobic patrons of a - get this - oyster bar. Right. I personally hate going to oyster

bars and crab shacks because of all of the homophobic, racist rednecks there.
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